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This note is closely connected to some previous works ([1 J [2]), and also the 
notations are the same as in them. This paper consists of four parts. First a necessary 
(but applicable) condition for semi-groups of endomorphisms will be given, the second 
part contains some counter-examples and a new version of extention of operator 
transformations. In the third section applications will be presented. The last part is 
devoted to the applications of the semi-group theory and the Cauchy-problem. 
1. 
Let (/> be a linear operator transformation with 0( (/»c M. Since M and Q are 
isomorphic and the isomorphism is continuous, there is a linear subspace Qoc0«(/», 
and the mapping (/> corresponding to (/> which maps Qo into Q. If (/> is an isomor-
phism, then ;:P is, too. When a EQOo then cP(a)= {<pip)} is a field sequence, and if 
(/> depends on a parameter, so does <P; 1$= (j)" and c$"(a)= {(PII(P, et)}. If (/>" depends 
continuously on the parameter, then {<pip, et)} represents a continuous operator 
function. In the special case when (/>" is a semi-group (or a group - see [I]), (PO (a) = 
= {a,,(p)}= {<p,,(p, O)} and <P"+P(a)= {<p,,(p, et+!1)}. Assume that (/>" is a continuous 
endomorphism of M for each et, then by representation theorem (see [2J, [9]) 
= 
(l.l) (/>"( rp)= J exp (- ).(/>"(s»g:(J.) d). 
o 
for each <p ECo. From here one can see at once that it is "enough" to know the 
operator (/>"(s). Let us assume that c$"(p) can be representated by a single mero-
morphic function (i.e., (f>a(p) has an n-independent representation) for each eti!::O. 
If (/>" is a continuous semi-group (every (/>a is an endomorphism but {(/>"} forms a 
semi-group only on 0( (/>"», then 
d(/>"( <p) (1.2) det 
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for each rp E0«([>a). (See [1].) Let tija(rp)= {rp,lw(p, cc))} be a field sequence represen-
tation of ([>a(rp) in Re(p)~ao>-O. Hence we have that 
(1.3) 
where [.]" is the n-th member of the field sequence. Since"Ao is linear, it follows that 
[Ao{rp,lw(p, IX))}ln=Ao[rp,,(w(p, cc))]; where .10 is the correspondence of Ao on the 
Ditkin-Berg model. If w(p, cc) has the derivative with respect to cc, then from (1.3) 
(1.4) rp;,«(1)(p, :7.)) • w~(p, IX) = Ao(CfIl(W(P, cc))) 
follows. At Cl. = 0 : 
rp~(w(p, 0)) . w~(p, 0)= Ao(rpn(w(p, 0))), 
and by virtue of ([>0= I: 
We can conclude that Ao=w~(s, O)D, where w~(s, 0) is the operator from M which 
has the correspondence w~(p, 0) in Q and D is the operation of algebraic derivation. 
Let us consider the operator function ([>"(exp(-}.s)). @"(exp(-},s))= 
= exp (- 1.([> "(s)) = exp (- I . . w(p, ::<)). Using the previous results and assumptions: 
hence 
(1.5) 
• '()) ow(p, IX) ow(p,::<) id. 
-J.exp(-I.·w p,cc 0 0 i -d (exp(-) . . w(p,CI.), 
Cl. :7. 1,,=0 P 
ow(p, :7.) 
0::< 
Summarizing, we obtained 
'( 0) aw(p, CI.) 
w" p, acc . 
Theorem I. Let {([>"lcc~O} be a continuous semi-grollp of continuous endomorphisms 
on D(@")cM. Assume sED«([>") and (P"(p)=U)(p, cc) is continuollsly differentiable with 
respect to CI.. Then the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group is w~(s, O)D where 
w~(s, 0) is the operator from M which is representated by w~(p, 0) in the Ditkin-Berg 
model, moreover w(p, Cf.) satisfies equation (I .5) with the initial data w(p, 0)= p. 
1 
An example: Let w(p)= (pr + f3i, where 1'>- 0 and f3 is real. In this formula 
pr = exp (r . log Ipi+r . i . arc p) withO:§argp:§2n. Since w(p)= p+O(lpi) as Re (p)-+co 
in Re (p) ~ a 0 >- 0, therefore w(p) represents a continuous endomorphism - a substitu-
tion mapping (see [2]) -. It is easy to see that the transformations T([>f3= ([>~ pT + f3 
form a group when f3 is running over the reals and r is fixed. 
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Now it will be shown that '([JP maps D~ into D~. * Indeed, if xED~, then 
x= {;dp)}, where 
(1.6) Xn+l(P)= xnCp)+ in . ° (exp (y--n)p), 
as Re (p)- =, for Re(p)~c>O, n=O, 1, ... , where Xo(P)=O, Y is a real number 
independent of 11, In is a positive integer and xip) is analytic in Re (p)~ c> ° for 
each 11. (See [5].) If 1,,= 1"0 for 1l~ 11"0 then x is a distribution in finite order. Since 
'([JP(x)= {xiV p' + {3)}, we obtain from (1.6) that 
(1.7) Xn+l(YP' + {3)= Xn(Y p' + {3)+ (p' + {3)!!;-O(e(y-n)Y p' +fJ), 
as Re (p)- =. Because r>O and w(p)=p+O(lpl), from (1.7) we have 
(1.8) Xn+l(Vp' + {3)= Xr.(Yp' + {3)+ i"O(e(y-n)!'). 
Since a representation with (1.6) is necessary and sufficient for xEM to be in D~, 
(1.8) proves the assertion. 
It must be noted that our proof works for any continuous endomorphism ([J for 
which ([J(s) = w(p) = cp+ O(lpl), c>O, as Re (p)- 00. 
Let us fix x from D~ and also r>O be fixed. Then '([JB(x)=g({3)E 
C=[(-=,=)]M. Indeed, by (1.8): 
, __ 
as Re (p)- = for each 11, hence {e-y'Pln(Y p' + {3)} defines a continuous operator 
function, and in fact this function is differentiable in any order with respect to {3. 
(Since if xED~ then e-Ys . xE Co, see [5].) 
It is easy to check whether the infinitesimal generator of the group '([JP is 
~ r-1D. A familiar argument shows that r([Jp} is a strongly continuous group on D~. 
(See [1], [10]). Let us mention two special cases of r= 1 and r=2; 
(1.9) 
t 
(1.10) 2([Jp(a) = { f J o(r {3(t2- ).2»a(}.) d)'} Yp2+ {3 
° 
* Footnote: D+ is the set of distributions with half-line support. For the embedding of D+ 
into M see [5]. 
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if aECo. Since, for i/3=y, Jo(fJ(Yt2_}.2))=Ioely(t2-}.2)) (1.10) holds for each real /3. 
The endomorphisms '(/JP are bijective as it can easily be checked, and '(/Jfi '(/J-P are 
inverse transformations for fixed rand /3. 
Let us consider the operator function differential equation 
(1.11) y<fI)(I.)=O r-iD ),,(y(}.)) 
with initial data y(k)(O)=Yk' k=O, 1, ... , (n-l). By theorem 4.8 of [1], we have 
obtained that (1.11) has unique solution in B(n\M)-seeforthedefinition[I]-if 
YkED~ (See for application (3.8)). 
2. 
If w(p)=o( I pi) as Re(p)- co in Re(p»ao and here Re(w(p))~ao~O, then 
the w(p )-substitution transformation does not exist for each x E Q in general. There 
is an operator w(P)= o( I pi) and x E Q such that by the formal w(p )-substitution 
x(w(p)), does not present an operator, although x has an n-independent representa-
tion. We encounter this case, for example, when w(p)=p-t, which corresponds to 
the Hankel transformation (see [7]); let now X= p-2 exp (-p-2) (it is a function 
from CO), then x(w(p))=p2 exp (_p2) HMR)cQ (see [5]). Similar examples can be 
constructed for w(P)=o( I pia), cx:~0. 
There are examples when w(p) defines an isomorphism of (MR), i.e. for each 
ao>O there is al>O such that Re(w(p))>ao for Re(p) > aI' but it cannot be extended 
to the whole. It can be shown that if w(p)=yp, thenf(t)=exp(exp t2)cannot be 
w(p)-t transformed. (See [10].) 
Now we shall show another possibility of making extension of the above kind 
of transformations. LetJll be the set of all complex functions f which are defined on 
some right half plane, Re(p»a f' and meromorphic there. 9f. will stand for the set 
of all holomorphic functions defined on a right half plane. If J.. and f2 belong to JJl, 
then fi = f2 iff there exists a right half plane where J;(p )=.}2(p). By the theorem of 
Mittag-Leffler and Weierstrass any fEJJ[ can be written in a ratio of two functions 
fromQt. We say that/,,(p)E!JL: tends tof(p)E9L: if there exists a right half plane fJ such 
that /,,(p),f(p) are holomorphic there and /,,(p)-f(p) uniformly on any compact 
subset of fJ. Let C~ denote the set of perfect functions, i.e. : r(t)E C;; if r(t) is differenti-
able in any order, r(t)=0(eC1 ) for some c>O as t_co, r(k)(t)ECO (for k=O, 1,2, ... ) 
and r(k )(0)= 0 for each k. It can be proved that the quotient field* Qo of Co is iso-
morphic to (MR). (See [11], [12]). If xEC~, then x(p) denotes its Laplace transform. 
* with respect to the convolution product. 
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{r(t)} _ rep) . . 
Let xEQo. and X= {q(t)} , then x(p)=q(p)E(MR). The sequence xnEQo IS called 
fundamental sequence if there is a representation of Xm Xn= 'n such that rm qnEf}t, 
qn 
lim rfl(p)= r(p) and lim qn(P)= q(p) in f}t. Obviously x(p) = ~«p )) E..IIl. The function 
n .... = fI .... = q P 
x(p) is said to be the Laplace transform ofthefulldamental sequence {xn} and J2({Xn}) = 
= x(p). Two fundamental sequences are said to be equivalent if they have the same 
Laplace transform. The set of the equivalence classes will be denoted byoi and the 
elements of oi are called /zyper-functions. The following theorem holds (see [11]): 
Theorem II. Let A= {xn}Eoi. Then the mapping J2: oi----...IIl defined by O(A)=A(z)= 
= J2( {xn}) is an isomorphism betweenoi and..lll. If rE C; then 1= {i.} Eoi is the operator 
cfidentity and/or xEQo X={X '~}Eoi. 
In the beginning of this section we saw transformations which cannot be 
extended to Qo. i.e. there exists x E Qo such that the image of x - by the formal 
(I)(p)-substitution - is a meromorphic function not belonging to (MR). It can be 
seen that x( (I)(p)) E ...Ill, i.e. it is a hyper-function. One can show that if X= riq, 
r, qEC'O and if 
and 
then 
r ={r(t) 
n 0 
q ={q(t) 
n 0 
if O:§ t<n,} 
if t>n. 
if O:§ t<n } 
if t>n' 
cJ> "(x) = x( (I)(p ))=~( (I)(p )) 
q( (I)(p)) 
and lim r ne (I)(p ))= r( (I)(p )), lim q( (I)(p ))= q( (1J(p)) in Qe . 
. ,-+ co> 
All example. Consider the integral equation 
(2.1) =,' cos 2vt;: F(t) = G(t)+). Pt F(x) dx 
'0 t 
where G(t) is a given function. In the operator term (2.1) becomes 
(2.2) 
5* 
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1 
Introducing the transformation (ps 
(2.9) 
Therefore 
1 [ Vn J. ] F= 1-n).2 G+). s (ps(G) , 
h . "+ 1 ence III case ).¥: _ ,/ 
Y:n: 
(2.5) 1 [ " IQ' cos 2~ ] F(t)= I-n}.2 G(t)+J. Yt G(x) dx 
o 
if the integral exists. Take {G(x)}= {1}= t, then the solution F is not a function, and 
F= 1_
1
n}.2 (l+).V;;), 
is a distribution in finite order. Take, now, {G(X)}=S-2 exp (-S-2), then the solu-
tion of (2.1) is a hyper-function, since F(p) E ../ll, 
butF(p) HMR). 
F=-l 1 "2 (S-2 exp (-S-2)+}.SV;; exp (-S2», 
-n). 
3. 
In this section some applications will be given. Let us consider the integral 
equation 
t 
(3.1) /(t)= I Jo(Y2u(t-u»g(u) du 
o 
1 
where/et) is a given function. Using the endomorphism (pP+P, (3.1) can be written 
in operator term as follows: 
p.c.! 
(p 'P(g)= plf(t)}. 
,1 
Since (pP'p is invertible on M, the inverse transformation is (PW(P) where 
w(p)=~(p+ Yp2-4), 
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and thus we get the solution 
g=~(p+ Yp2-4)fG(P+ Yp2_4») 
in operator term. Let us study the solution, assumingf'(t) ECo andf(O)=O. Then, by 
p{f(t)}= f' + f(O), we obtain 
g~ (P'-4) { I J'(u) T I. (2(t+-0)) I, (4 "'-G uY) dDdU}~ 
o ~ / 
~{ :~ Inu) T/.(2(t+-D)) 10(2 V"'-(H') dDdU}-
o -!u 
lff'(t) ECo, butf(O) ;;:0, then the solution g= CPW(f')+f(O) is a distribution wihch is 
not a function. 
The kernel function of equation (3.1) is a zero order Bessel function in first 
, 1 
kind, if we use the transformation q/Tp, and then we can solve the equation similarly: 
I 
(3.2) f (t v)"" f(t)= ~. J.(2Yv(t-v»g(v) dv 
o 
where Jp is the v-th order Bessel function in first kind, with Re(v» - 1. Indeed, using 
the relation 
if o:§ t<vl 
if t>v 
(3.2) can be written in operator term: 
,1 
cpPTp(g)= pV+ I ({et)}. 
The same method as it was treated for (3.1) can be applied for (3.2). 
Applying the transformation rp¥P'+v' we could solve 
t 
(3.3) f J o(v(t2-u2r;)g(u) du=f(t), 
u 
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I 
(3.4) f Io(v(t2-u2rt)g(u) du= f(t). 
o 
Having different representations of exp ( - U(p2+ v)!) we can solve integral equations 
similar to (3.3) and (3.4). 
Consider the following integro-differential equation 
I 
(3.5) oy(v, t) 1 f ~+2: xy(v, x) d.. . =O. 
o 
The equation can be written in operator form as follows: 
(3.6) y'(v)= YzID(y(v». 
Since ~ ID is the infinitesimal generator of the transformation semi-group I[>YP'+v, 
having the initial value at V= 0, Yo= y(O), the solution of (3.6) in D'+ c D(I[» is 
t 
y(v)= I[>YP:+V(Yo)=(p2+V)t {f JO«V(t2-U2»!)Yo(1I) du}, 
o 
assuming Yo E~oc' By an easy computation, from (3.5) one can get 
02 1 (3.7) ovot (y(v, t»+ t 2: y(v, t)=O. 
Put y(O, t)=a(t), y:(v,O)=z(v) or y(v,O)=Zt(v). Assume that Y(v) is a solution of 
(3.6) with {Y(O, t)}= Y(O)= {aCt)}, then the solution of (3.7) is y(v)= Y(v) + z;(v). 
Indeed, integrating (3.7) with respect to t from 0 to t 
t 
y~(v, t)- y~(v, O)+~ f xy(v, x) dx=O 
o 
follows and by y~(v, O)=z;(v) we have that 
Y'(V)=~ ID(Y(V»-~ ID(z;(V»=~ ID(Y(v», 
since 
~ ID(z;(v»=z;(v) ~ ID(l)= O. 
If Yo is assumed to be Laplace-transformable y(O) = yo= {yo(t)}, y(O)= y~(p) then the 
solution is 
c+ioo 
y(v,U)= ~i f ePtr«p2+v)t)dp. 
c-iCQ 
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Here we should take care of certain conditions related to the differentiability of 
y(v, t), but it can be found by a familiar argument. 
Similar investigations can be made for the integro-differential equation 
I 
(3.8) ,If (t-X)'-I y,.(v, t)= -2 r(r) y(v, x)x dx 
o 
for r>O, - =< v< = and t2:O. If r is not an integer, (3.8) cannot be reduced to a 
partial differential equation. The solution of (3.8) - compared with the equation 
(1.11)-is 
which is Laplace-transformable, whenever Yo E Co; if Yo is not Laplace-transform-
able, then the solution exists also but theorem IV of [2] must be used. If Yo E D +, 
then the solution is similarly given by the same formula (see [2], theorem IV, (2.11)). 
4. 
One of the most familiar operations in classical analysis having the semi-group 
property is the Riemann-Lioville integral of fractional order. In the classical case 
we have the following; let Xbe the Lebesgue space L([O, 1D,and let Re(v) > ° and form 
I 
(4.1) 1"(1)= r~v) f (t-uY-'j(u) duo 
o 
It is well-known that J,.(j) EL ([0, 1]), and has the semi-group property in the righ 
half-plane, we also have 
and a theorem of Hille shows that f(t) Et7J(A) if there is an rx, o~ rx:§ I such that 
J"(f) is an absolutely continuous function of t. For such anf(t) we have 
I 
(4.2) A(f)= d/dt f K~(t- u)f,,(u) du, 
o 
where K,{t)= l/r(1- rx)t-a(log t-P(l- rx)), fa.<t) = Ja(f) and P(.). is the logarithmic 
derivative· of the gamma function. 
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Using the operator calculus, this semi-group can be defined on L10c by 
(4.3) r(f)=lj 
where Cl. is real and 1= {I}. By the use of the result of Boehme [3] it can be extended 
to the whole complex plane and it is an analytic strongly continuous group with 
infinitesimal generator A=ln l=s{ln t}+C=s{lnyt}, where C=0.577 ... is Euler's 
constant and jl=eC. This semi-group, too, has the basis relation, for Re(cr.»O and 
fECD, 
(4.4) {d/dtr+1(f)(t)}= r(f), 
and the resolvent formula can be given by 
1 
4.5) R()., J)(f)=},-I!(t)+).-2 f exp «t-U)}.-I)!(U) du 
D 
for all! E~oc' or for x EM 
(4.6) R()., J)(x) = ;,-IX+ },-2{exp (to,) }x. 
Therefore the solution of the singular integro-differential equation 
1 
(4.7) y' (I" t)= didt f In (y(t- u»y()., u) du 
o 
is given by 
(4.8) {y(l., t)}= fyo, 
where Yo= y(O) = {y(0, t)}. To investigate the properties of the solution we might use 
the results of Boehme [3]. 
Finally we show another example of the Cauchy-problem. Consider the equa-
tion 
(4.9) y<n)(v)=(D+sD)n(y(v», Y j = y(l)(O) (i=0, 1, ... (n-I») 
where D is the operation of algebraic derivation. It is not too difficult to prove that 
D+ sD is a bounded transformation on D'+, and using (1.6) one can prove that for 
any xED~ there are gxECO and O;;fqxECO such that 
I1 qx(D+sD)n(x) 1I.o:§ 11 ngx I!.o' 
herefore 
(4.10) 
71-1 = vmn+k 
y(v)= k~O m~o (mn+ k)! (D+ sDYln(Yk ) 
is the unique solution of the Cauchy-problem in Cn(C)D~. (See [1].) 
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Summary 
In the study of the operational calculus the notions of the linear operator transformations 
play a very important role and have proved very useful. This paper deals with semi-groups of endo-
morphisrns, gives a sufficient condition for an operator to be the infinitesimal generator of a semi-
group. Several examples, and applications of this subject can be found in this paper. Also some con-
nections between distribution and operator transformation have been discovered here. 
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